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Quest for 1000
Follow BAC on
Social Media

Veteran BAC families know
that we’re always trying to
turn out great content on a

variety of social media platforms. You can follow us on
Instagram (badger_aquatics) for pics from meets
and practice. Twitter (@
SwimBac) has most of those
same pics, but we also
retweet interesting ‘swim
parent’ and general swimming articles. And much of
that information ends up on
Facebook (Badger Aquatics
Swim Club) as well.
This spring we’re going to
be making a big push to
get our Instagram followers
above 1,000 – make sure
you’re following Wisconsin’s
#1 Swim Team! #GoBAC

Youth Sports and BAC Pride
If you’ve paid attention to our newsletters in the past, you may have
noticed a trend. At the end of either a SCY or a LCM season, our next newsletter
typically recaps that season and helps celebrate all of our individual and team
successes. And while the second half of this newsletter will certainly do that,
there were a few other things that we wanted to address first.
Season-ending meets are a great chance to bring the best swimmers from
around the area (Regionals), state (2 LSC Championships), Midwest (Speedo
Sectionals), or country (NCSA Juniors) together, but they’re also a chance for
coaches from different teams to interact. Coaches often use this as an opportunity to reflect on the past season, compare notes, and discuss different trends
– good and bad – that we’re noticing in swimming and in youth sports overall.
Here are a couple of thoughts on the subject that we felt were worth sharing, as
well as how BAC’s club philosophy has helped guide our success.
One coach shared an article he’d come across on Facebook (http://
changingthegameproject.com/youth-sports-serve-needs-of-youth/) with a quote
from a Dr. Richard Bailey, head of research at the International Council of Sport
Science and Physical Education. “Let’s be honest, most elite sports programs
are not designed to meet children’s needs; they are designed entirely for adult
ambitions.” Put another way, too many sports programs – especially ones that
give themselves labels like ‘select’ or ‘elite’ – are too focused on the ‘product’ and
not worried about the ‘process’. All too often the parent’s desire for championships or a college scholarship, or the coaches need for recognition or validation
become the top priority. What’s lost is what youth sports should be all about
– developing stronger, healthier and more confident kids and teaching them valuable lifelong lessons through the medium of sports.
At BAC, we strive to put the needs and the development of the swimmers
first. We feel that this is the best way for a swimmer to develop their own passion and motivation, and to pursue whatever their ultimate goal in our sport
might be. Make no mistake, THIS DOESN’T PRECLUDE OUR ATHLETES FROM
ACHIEVING EITHER SHORT OR LONG-TERM SUCCESS. We have a history of
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Youth Sports and BAC Pride Continued
developing – and we will continue to
develop – high level swimmers that go on
to be relevant at the state, national, and
even international levels.
The benefits of this approach were
on display at the recent 13-over state
meet, where BAC fielded likely the largest
state team ever and scored more points
than seemingly any other team in LSC
history. We caught our share of flak from
other teams; much of it good-natured
ribbing from friendly Milwaukee rivals
but some of it a little more pointed from
teams that seemed to think the only reason we’re any good is because of our size.
We’re immensely proud of the
way BAC has grown over the past two
decades. We’re proud to be the largest
team in Wisconsin, and we were proud to
have twice as many 13-over State qualifiers as nearly every other team. We’re
proud because we believe that those
numbers are a direct result of our club’s
philosophy, stability, and structure. Many
of those ninety 13-over swimmers are
kids that have been very competitive for
BAC from a young age. But many others, including some of our NCSA Junior
National qualifiers, are BAC swimmers
that were much more casual about their
swimming at a young age or simply developed later. The structure of our team has
allowed these swimmers to develop in
the sport and to continue to improve, all
while moving at their own pace.
We’re proud that while many
youth sports teams are ‘conical’ in structure – heavy at the bottom ages but
smaller at the
top – BAC has
always been much
more cylindrical.

Studies have shown that +70% of kids
drop their sports by the end of middle
school but we’re about to enter a spring
session where two of our largest groups
– Senior and Gold – cater exclusively to
HS-aged swimmers!
Of all of the stats we could throw
out about our recent club success (frequent state champions, WI VCC leader
most of the last decade, etc.), two of the
things that we’re most proud of are the
club’s athlete retention and the number
of kids we regularly send off to continue
in the sport in college. Last year we
again sent well over a dozen BACers on to
compete for college teams. These swimmers included athletes getting assistance
to attend DI programs (that mystical
‘s-word’ again), and athletes competing
for DII and DIII schools across the country. And we’ll send off another dozen
swimmers - or more - this year. As far as
our retention goes, USA Swimming tracks
their national statistics in two categories – 12-under and 13-over. Nationally
12-unders stay in the sport at a rate just
below 60% from one year to the next,
while older swimmers are typically
retained in the mid to high eighties. At
BAC, our retention over the past 6-7 years
averages ABOVE 70% for 12-unders and
for 13-over swimmers it’s ABOVE 95%!
Truly remarkable!
Overall, we’re proud that we’ve
developed a large and successful swim
club that continues to churn out not just
high-level swimmers, but swimmers that
are high-level kids. As we move from one
season to the next, we hope that you’re
also proud to be a part of our team.
GO BAC!

Practice
Calendars
Make sure you’re
checking the BAC
website frequently for
the most up-to-date
information on practices. Each group has
a dedicated practice
calendar where you’ll
see the default schedule (different colors for
different groups), and
upcoming meets or
meet deadlines (listed
in blue) or any practices
CHANGES (listed in
RED)

Fun Night at
SkyZone
We had a great time
celebrating the end
of the season a few
weeks ago at SkyZone
in Madison. If you
want to check out
the fun, you can find
a video at https://
www.youtube.com/
atch?v=3OVJSDIPGvg
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Winter SCY Season Wrap-Up
Another winter has come and gone, and so
has another incredibly successful SCY season for
the Badger Aquatic Club! Many of our swimmers
ended their season weeks ago at the Regional
Meet, but we actually had some swimmers in
the water at NCSA Junior Nationals last week in
Orlando! Let’s take a look at some of the highlights from a great season!

BAC Success
Around the State

Between the two State Meets (12-Under
and 13-Over), BAC had nearly 150 different athletes compete – nearly 30% of our 9-18 year old
athletes! (The state average is closer to 20-25%,
so that’s a great stat.) Our 12-under numbers
were up considerably from last year, and although
we didn’t score as many team points as we’d like,
the future looks bright with as many 9 year old
qualifiers as we’ve had in a long time.
The 13-Over Meet was a real high-water mark for
us. We had over 100 different swimmers qualified for the meet, and the 90 that competed represents possibly the largest group that any team
in Wisconsin history has brought to a state meet!
Overall we scored 4,255 points, over 1500 more
than the second place team. As far as we can tell,
that might be a record for points scored at a state
meet, even if you adjust the scoring to an 8 lane
pool. Basically, this was one of the most dominant state meet performances by any team in the
past several decades – way to go BAC!
One things we’ve historically looked at is the
‘combined’ state meet score – obtained by adding
the scores from both meets together. We finished
first in the combined score
– almost 500 points ahead
of the next best team!
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BAC Success
On a National Scale
Being the top team in Wisconsin is always
going to be one of our primary team goals, but we
also like to compare ourselves against clubs around
the country. The easiest way to do this is by looking at our ‘VCC’ (Virtual Club Championship) score
– a point total that USA Swimming calculates by
assigning point values to different swims for ages
11-18. For a number of years, we’ve flirted with
making the top-50, and this year we fell just short
again, coming in as the number 58 team in the
country. (By comparison, every other WI LSC team
is outside of the top-150 nationally.) Our score
of about 214,000 is almost identical to last year’s
number, which is great considering how many
seniors we sent off to swim collegiately. One great
thing about the VCC score is that it measures your
depth and breadth and the success off the whole
team. This year 124 different athletes contributed
to our VCC score – see if you can find your name in
the Wisconsin word cloud!

If you want to be among the best, you have to race
the best, and BAC sent a number of swimmers
to the NCSA. While we had nearly 30 swimmers
qualified, we ended up sending 18 – still the largest
group from Wisconsin and the largest BAC team to
attend in about a decade! Many of the swimmers
there swam some personal best times and a few of
the record-breaking swims from this winter happened at that meet!

Rewriting the Record Books
Overall, BAC swimmers broke 3 different
team records for relays, and 13 different team individual records!
•New Relay Records!
oSenior Boys 200 Free Relay: Lain Weaver,
Wes Jekel, Roark Lundal, Ben McDade
oSenior Boys 200 Medley Relay: Wes Jekel,
Henry Miller, Roark Lundal, Lain Weaver
oSenior Boys 400 Medley Relay: Wes Jekel,
Henry Miller, Lain Weaver,
Michael Draves
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•New Individual Records!
oHannah Mello: 11-12 Girls 50 Back, 11-12
Girls 50 Fly
oKenzie Zuhel: 13-14 Girls 100 IM
oAlex Anagnostopoulos: Senior Girls 200 		
Breast
oKelly Rodriquez: Senior Girls 100 IM
oLain Weaver: Senior Boys 100 Free
oWesley Jekel: Senior Boys 50 Back, Senior
Boys 100 IM
oBen McDade: Senior Boys 200 Free, Senior
Boys 500 Free, Senior Boys 1000 Free, 		
Senior Boys 1650 Free, Senior Boys 400 IM

We also broke some STATE RECORDS,
including the 200 Free Relay team of Lain Weaver,
Wes Jekel, Roark Lundal, and Ben McDade. We also
had two swimmers (Henry Miller and Truman teDuits) set and eclipse the state record for the 15-16
Boys 100 IM, with Truman coming out on top with
a time of 52.42 seconds!
And while we’re certainly proud of our most
exceptional athletes, we also like to acknowledge
other high-achievers that may have fallen just short
of ‘best ever’. One way that we do that is by looking
at our ‘Top-10 All Time’ list that lists not just the
team record, but the 10 best individuals ever to do
that event for BAC. Overall this year we had 64 different athletes achieve 173 different ‘Top 10’ times
– see if you spot anyone you know on the list!

‘BAC GIVING BACK’ BGCDC LESSONS
One of the core principles of BAC has always
been to help give back to the community, specifically folks in the swim community that could use
assistance. In the past we’ve raised funds for MSCR
lessons, Shelly Glover lessons, facility improvements, etc. This spring we’re stepping it up, and
for the first time ever BAC swimmers and coaches
will be doing the outreach themselves. We’re excited to be partnering with the Boys and Girls Club of
Dane County and Speedo to provide free swimming
lessons to about a dozen kids. BAC is donating the
pool time at West, some HS-aged BACers are volunteering as instructors, and Speedo is stepping up to
donate suits and goggles. Our hope is that this year
can serve as a ‘pilot program’ and become something that grows into the future!

